Structural requirements for tRNA methylation. Action of Escherichia coli tRNA(guanosine-1)methyltransferase on tRNA(1Leu) structural variants.
The Escherichia coli enzyme tRNA(m1G)methyltransferase, one of a group of post-transcription tRNA-modifying enzymes, shows remarkable specificity in selecting the tRNA species and the specific guanosine base to be methylated. To examine the structural basis of this specificity, we synthesized a total of 15 modifications of tRNA(1Leu) and measured their methylation reaction kinetics in vitro. Elimination of any one of the three tRNA side loops, the V loop, the T loop, or the D loop, reduced the Vmax for methylation by about 1 order of magnitude. Elimination of all three side loops reduced Vmax by about 2 orders of magnitude. Clearly, gross tRNA structure is important for full enzyme activity. At the bottom of the stem proximal to the anticodon loop, in the pair at positions 31-39, substitution of a G-C for a C-G, a change that should not weaken the helical structure, had little effect on Vmax or Km. However, substitution of a G for a C increased Vmax and Km, whereas substitution of a C for G sharply reduced Vmax and, to a lesser extent, Km. These results appear to be a consequence of the principle that purines are better than pyrimidines in the stacking of adjacent bases for stability. Stacking in the stem structure appears to be important for methylation enzyme activity. In the anticodon loop itself, changing a U to a C had little effect, but changing the G of the anticodon to a C reduced Vmax over 20-fold, demonstrating the importance of the presence of the anticodon G adjacent to the G being methylated for enzyme recognition.